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What have you done today to make someone’s life better?

Having a Best Friend

A

story tells that two friends
were walking through the
desert. During some point of the
journey, they had an argument, and
one friend slapped the other one in
the face.

T

he one who got slapped was
hurt, but without saying
anything, wrote in the sand “Today
my best friend slapped me in the
face”.

T

hey kept on walking until they
found an oasis, where they
decided to take a bath. The one
who had been slapped got stuck

in the mire and started drowning, wind can ever erase it.”
but the friend saved him. After he
recovered from the near drowning,
oral: Do not value the things
he wrote on a stone “Today my
you have in your life. But
best friend saved my life”.
value who you have in your life.

M

T

he friend who had slapped and
saved his best friend asked
him, “After I hurt you, you wrote
in the sand and now, you write on
a stone, why?” The other friend
replied “When someone hurts us
we should write it down in the sand
where winds of forgiveness can
erase it away. But, when someone
does something good for us, we
must engrave it in stone where no

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal’s Book - Power of Responsibility

B

lame makes you Lame......
An old man was wondering
if his wife had a hearing problem. So one night, he stood behind her while she was sitting
in her chair. He spoke softly to
her, “Dear, can you hear me?”

to applicant: “In this job we need
someone who is responsible. Applicant: I’m the one you want.

O

n my last job, every time anything went wrong they said
I was responsible. Sometimes, it
makes sense to say that one person
here was no response. He has more responsibility than anothmoved a little closer and said er person in a particular situation.
again, “Dear can you hear me?”
Still, there was no response. Finalor Example, if you drive a
ly, he moved right behind her and
car it’s not my responsibilsaid, “Honey, can you hear me?” ity to ensure you drive safely.
She replied, “for the third time, If anyone is expected to reyes!” “People may fail many times, spond well there it should be the
but they become failures only when person driving the actual car.
they begin to blame someone else.”
owever, the word “responsihis seems like a fair statement
bility” is often used in a much
but what does it mean? Can deeper sense. It’s used to suggest
we really blame someone if they that when a person behaves in a cerfail to take responsibility? Where tain way they could have behaved
does responsibility lie or is it actu- otherwise and deserves to face
ally a lie in some ways? Employer the consequences of their actions.
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The best apology is Changed Behavior

How do you plan your year? – By Tapas Dasmohapatra
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here is a
freelance
he may not be able to
writer Miss Edrich who
control the uncertainties
invests a couple of hours life has in store for her this
at the
beginning of each year, but she can save a number
year for self- management. of hours which would have
been wasted in remembering
hat she does exactly? and
organizing
things.
ow with a glance she
he keeps year planner (you
is able
to manage
can use a year calendar or most
of
the
things.
software like this) in which she
inserts important dates for the
o do this you do not
entire year at the beginning only.
have to wait till next
year, you can start this small
mportant dates such as and
amazing
organizing
birthdays,
anniversaries, thing any day of the year.
vehicle
service,
medical
checkup, tax saving etc.
hy not today? It takes
an hour or two only.
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Humour Learning

A

middle-aged man who floor of the Library.
always regarded women
as inferior creatures went to a
oral: We hold on to our
library.
conditioned thinking,
views and prejudices very
e approached a lady li- strongly…we need great efbrarian at the informa- fort to change such mental attion counter.
titudes.

M

H

M

an: Have you got a
book titled, “Man, the
Master of Women”?

L

ibrarian: Sir, the Fiction
Department is on the first
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We must learn who is gold and who is simply gold plated

The Touchstone

W

hen the great library of ordinary pebbles are cold.
Alexandria burned, the
story goes, one book was saved.
o the man sold his few
belongings,
bought
ut it was not a valuable book; some
simple
supplies,
and so a poor man, who camped on the seashore,
could read a little, bought it for and began testing pebbles.
a few coppers. The book wasn’t
very interesting, but between
e knew that if he picked up
its pages there was something
ordinary pebbles and threw
very
interesting
indeed. them down again because they
were cold, he might pick up the
t was a thin strip of vellum same pebble hundreds of times.
on which was written the
secret of the “Touchstone”!
o, when he felt one that
The touchstone was a small
was cold, he threw it into
pebble that could turn any the sea. He spent a whole
common metal into pure gold. day doing this but none of
them was the touchstone.
he writing explained that it
was lying among thousands
et he went on and on this
and thousands of other
way. Pick up a pebble. Cold
pebbles that looked exactly – throw it into the sea. Pick up
like it. But the secret was this: another. Throw it into the sea.

S

B
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months. One day, however,
about midafternoon, he picked
up a pebble and it was warm.

H

e threw it into the sea
before he realized what
he had done. He had formed
such a strong habit of throwing
each pebble into the sea that
when the one he wanted came
along, he still threw it away.

S

T
T

he real stone
feel
warm,

Y

would
while

T

he days stretched into
weeks and the weeks into
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Be thankful of what you have

Life Lesson!!
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Don’t raise your voice, Improve your argument
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Failure is not a person, it’s an event
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